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Settle it ten times and settle It wrong,

you will have the work to begin again.

Be satisfied with nothing but the com

plete enfranchisement of humanity, and

the restoration of man to the Image of

his God.

But how are abuses to be abolished?

How shall the whole system be settled

on the right basis? The abuse must

become apparent, known to be an

abuse, even though it be called a vest

ed right. The right basis must be dis

covered. Some man must think of

these things, and whence has thought

he must speak of them again and

again; must even shock the dull, inat

tentive ear of a sluggish, conceited

public opinion. Of what use all the

long struggle for that freedom of

thought, of speech, and of the press

which we are now said to enjoy, unless

we do indeed and in truth enjoy it; un

less we do freely think and speak,

aye, and listen to what is spoken? The

truth, now so plain to us all, at some

time shocked our conservative ances

tors. They were shocked when Locke

wrote against the divine right of

kings, when Garrison denounced

slavery, and when Lincoln declared

there could be no vested rights against

human rights. And so we are shocked

when Henry George points out that

land monopoly is the gigantic abuse of

the age, a sin against God and man,

and when Shearman demonstrates that

land values constitute the true source

of public revenues, the right basis of a

system of taxation. We need, to be

shocked. Let us, as Beecher says, be

satisfied with nothing but the com

plete enfranchisement of humanity,

and when admittedly able and honest

men tell us such enfranchisement can

never come under existing conditions

for whose continuance we axe respon

sible, let us at least try to understand

what it really is that they propose.

"What an uprising on all sides there

now is in a crusade against that social

vice and civic corruption which is as

old as civilization itself. And the meth

ods which we for the most part would

use for the repression and dissipation

of these diseases of society; are they

not equally old? Have they not been

tried again and again; and have they

not always failed? Are we willing

to go to the seat of the disease? The

overcrowding of tenement districts

with all its resulting poverty, sickness,

vice and crime, is the inevitable effect

of land monopoly. Civic corruption is

due in large measure to corrupt basic

modes of maintaining the body pol

itic. It grows by what it feeds on.

There is that which by nature's law is

mine; there is that which is thine, and

there is that which is ours. We have

gotten them strangely and wickedly

mixed and confounded.

0, for more philosophers like Henry

George, more clergymen like Edward

MeGlynn, more statesmen like Thom

as G. Shearman. A hundred' such men

oould, and, with the help of God,

would, save New York. And bowwould

that help-come but through the cooper

ation of thousands of other brave men

and women who believe in God and

man, who welcome justice, and who

fear not to follow freedom!

It is often remarked when a man of

prominence passes away that his place

will soon be filled, that he will not long

be missed by the world at large. This

is ordinarily true. Hundreds stand

ready and eager to take the place made

vacant by the death of a leader in busi

ness or professional life, and the work

he had' done so well continues to be no

less satisfactorily done. But who

speaks for Thomas G. Shearman's

place? It will be hard to fill. That of

Edward MeGlynn is still vacant. Henry

George's never can be filled. There is,

indeed, room at the top. George, Me

Glynn and Shearman, benefactors of

their race, servants of the Most High,

saints who from their labors rest.

THE "TRIBES" IN THE PHILIP

PINES.

A tract written by Senor Sixto Lopez,

and published by the New England Antl-

Imperiallst league, Boston, Mass.

Statements have been made to the

effect that we are divided into 84

tribes, speaking different languages,

and of all degrees of barbarism and

civilization; that these "tribes" are

at enmity with each other; that they

would never agree to form a united,

strong government; and that one

warlike "tribe" is seeking to dom

inate all the others, and to rule with

an iron hand the weaker and peace

able citizens of our country.

These statements are entirely in

correct.

That there are a few uncivilized or

semi-civilized peoples still inhabiting

the northern part of Luzon and the

interior of the island of Mindanao is

a fact which no one disputes. They

correspond roughly to the uncivilized

or semi-civilized remnants of the In

dian tribes still inhabiting certain

parts of the United States.

The Schurman commission is re

sponsible for the statements about

these 84 different "tribes." But it

is clear that the commissioners' list

has been compiled from imperfectly

kept and still more imperfectly spelt

Spanish records. The confusion into

which they and others have fallen

in reference to the so-called "tribes"

is due to the fact that our country is

divided not only into provinces but

into provincial districts,' wherein

slightly different dialects are spoken.

The inhabitants of these provincial

districts have been confused with the

few mountain peoples. The latter

have been subdivided by purely arti

ficial boundaries, by which means a

small community has been subdivided

into two or more "tribes." Additional

"tribes" have also been created by

the incorrect spelling of local Spanish

officials, and by giving two native

equivalents for the same people—as

for instance, when two "tribes" are

created by calling the one Buquils

and the other Buquiles, which is

equivalent to saying that there are

two "tribes" in England, the Eng

lish and the British.

Examining the list still more in de

tail, we find that there are said to

be two tribes of Aetas, two more of

Attas, and one of Atas. These are

not tribes at all. The word "Aeta"

is the Tagalo'g equivalent of "Negri

to." This word has been spelt in

three different ways by careless Span

ish officials, and thus multiplied by

the commissioners into three separate

and distinct "tribes." The word "Ba-

luga" is another native equivalent for

the Negritos, and this word is also

given by the commission as the name

of a separate and distinct "tribe." It

would be just as absurd to regard the

Americans as one tribe and the "Yan

kees" as another, and then to increase

these two tribes into four or more

by misspelling the word "Americans,"

or by translating it into French. The

names are also given of "tribes"'

which do not exist in the Philippines

at all, as, for instance, the Mangui-

anes of Masbate, the Manguianes of

Ticao, the Negritos of Tayabas. I

have been in all of these places, but I

never saw or heard of these "tribes,"

nor have I ever met anyone who had

seen or heard of them.

Thus, by the process of imagina

tion, bad spelling, translation, sub

division and multiplication the 1-5,000

Negritos are split up into 21 "tribes!"

There are also said to be 16 In

donesian "tribes" in the island of

Mindanao. It would be interesting to

know w^here the commissioners ob

tained this information. The interior

of Mindanao has never been explored ;

all that is known of it with any de

gree of certainty is that the inhab

itants are Indonesians, and that they

are divided into sections under small

chiefs or head men.

It would be impossible, in the time
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at my disposal, to even attempt to

explain all the errors and confusions

of this list prepared by the Schurman

commission. It is sufficient to say

that by the processes which I have

indicated the few semi-civilized people

and the civilized inhabitants of the

provincial districts in Luzon and the

Yisayas have been multiplied into S4

'"tribes.

Now, as a native of the country, and

as one who has given some attention

to the ethnography of the archipel

ago, both by personal research and i>y

a study of the best works on the sub

ject, I may be permitted to give a

brief statement of the facts.

There has been a considerable

amount of speculation about the Ne

gritos, who are erroneously regarded

as the aboriginal inhabitants of the

whole archipelago. But Pedro A. Pa-

terno, one of our most capable eth

nologists, and others have shown that

the Negritos are the surviving rem

nant of the s'aves brought to our is

lands by the Moros in the eleventh

and subsequent centuries They are

not especially negToid in appearance,

and only those inhabiting the prov

ince of Bataan in Luzon have curly

hair.

In the large and only partially ex

plored island of Mindanao there are

several Indonesian "tribes," the chief

of which are the Subanos, estimated

to number from \50,000 to 70,000; the

Mendayas. who are estimated to num

ber 35,000, and the Tagabauas, com

prising- about 30,000. The Mendayas

and the Manobos are said to practice

the one human sacnnce, and the

other ceremonial cannibalism. But

the evidence of this is conflicting and

untrustworthy. It is also said that

the small "tribe" of 4,000 Uongotes'in

Luzon are head-hunters. This has

been denied and asserted on equally

untrustworthy authority. I have

never met or heard of anyone who

had witnessed any of these practices.

The information has always come

from a neighboring people. The idea

has probably arisen by travelers hav

ing seen the heads of criminals erect

ed on spenrs. just as one might have

witnessed the same thing a century

or two ago on Temple Bar or London

bridge. But if that proved head-hunt

ing on the part of the Ilongotes, it

also proves that the English people

were head-hunters.

If, however, these statements are

true, they are paralleled by the scalp-

hunting Indians of the United States,

and by the human sacrifices and cere

monial cannibalism of the Canadian

Indians.

There are also the Moros of Min

danao and the Sulus. They are of

course Mohammedans, and some of

their institutions are contrary to the

true ideals of morality and liberty.

There are a few natives on Mindoro

who have not been Christianized nor

tyrannized by Spain. But they have

a religion and a code of morals of

their own, the latter of which they

adhere to and which in many respects

is superior to that practiced by the

Spaniards. They believe in one God

and are monogamists. They are a

moral and hospitable people who do

their duty to their fellow man, wor

ship God in their own way, and do

not believe in any kind or form of

devil.

The so-called wild men of Luzon are

the Igorrotes, who are "a warlike but1

semd-civilized people, living- in villages,

owning farms and cattle, irrigating

their rice fields, mining and working

gold and copper and forging swords

and spear heads of iron," but who

have never been concerted to Chris

tianity or subdued by Spain. They

are, however, prepared to submit to

and recognize Aguinaldo's govern

ment and have sent him presents of

gold dust to assist in the war. The

Igorrotes are probably an early

branch of the Malayan race which

originally populated the island.

These uncivilized and semi-civilized

people are not separate genealogical

tribes. The inhabitants of Mindanao

are a homogeneous people of common

Indonesian descent, who have become

divided into sections under petty

chiefs or head men, some of which

have slight differences of dialect

which have arisen, gradually owing to

there being little or no intercom

munication. But most of them speak

the same dialect.

Let us now glance very briefly at

the remaining millions of Filipinos,

w-ho are generally regarded as be

longing to the Malayan race.

They constitute more than nine-

teen-twentieths of the entire popula

tion of the archipelago, and are di

vided into provincial districts, inhab

ited by Visayans, the Tagalogs, the

Bicols, the Ilocanos, the Pangasinans,

the Pampangans and the Cagayans,

All of these provincial people belong

to one race and all of them are Chris

tian people practicing the morals and

arts of civilization, and speaking dia

lects which are as similar to each

other as are the dialects of the differ

ent provinces in England. The di

vergence between these dialects is

much less than that between the

Spanish and the Italian languages. I

have traveled alone in Italy; I do not

know Italian; but I have had no dif

ficulty in understanding and ini mak

ing myself understoou by the Ital

ians. Similarly, I have traveled in

the Yisayas and elsewhere in the

Philippines and have had very much

less difficulty in communicating with

the Visayans and the Bicols. A Taga-

log will become proficient in the VI-

sayan or other dialects within a fort

night, and vice versa*

As a matter of fact, the difference

between the dialects of the seven pro

vincial districts would not be a real

difficulty to independent self-govern

ment. First, because the difference

is so slight, and secondly, because

Spanish is the official language of our

country, spoken by the educated peo

ple of all provinces; and, as the Schur

man commission declares, these edu

cated people are far more numerous

than is generally supposed. When

Tagalogs, or Visayans, or Bicois meet

they never dream of speaking in their

own dialects; intercourse between

them is carried on in Spanish. And I

may state parenthetically that the

Filipiuos have so excelled in Spanish

as to have won valuable literary

prizes in competition with the Span

iards themselves. Dr. Jose Eizal, at

the age of 17, took the first prize in

the Cervantes literary competition at

Manila, which was open to Spaniards

and Filipinos alike in both Spain and

the Philippines.

But if the language were a diffi

culty under Filipino rule it would be

a still greater difficulty under Amer

ican rule, due to the necessity of the

introduction of English, which would

form a third language in our islands.

Other countries do not find that a

difference in language forms a diffi

culty to self-government. In every

country in the world, with perhaps

the exception of the United States,

there are two or more languages or

dialects spoken by the people.

The only difficulty with regard to

language in any of these countries

has been due to jealousy as to which

language should become the official

one. This difficulty has already been

settled in the Philippines.

Now as to the supposed enmity be

tween the so-called "tribes." Such

enmity is quite unknown among our

people. There may be, and no doubt

there is, enmity between individuals,

but the enmity does not exist between

the so-caJled "tribes" or provinces.

During the short term when our gov

ernment wtis not interfered with the

most perfect harmony and unanimity
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existed, and provincial and racial dif

ferences were never even thought of.

When our government was first es

tablished, emissaries came from al

most all the provinces and islands de

claring' their support on behalf of

those from whom they came. Even

the Moros of Mindanao and Igorrotes

of North Luzon who had never been

subdued by Spain, acclaimed Agui-

naldo and were prepared to recognize

his government. Our "asamblea" or

representative chamber, under the

new constitution, comprised repre

sentatives of all the provinces. Some

of these provinces include two or

more islands, while some islands are

divided into two or more provinces.

Thus the province of Romblon in

cludes the islands of Romblon, Tab-

las, Sibuyan and other smaller is

lands, while Panay is divided into

four and Luzon into many provinces.

It should be remembered that these

provinces are separated by artificial

boundaries.

They are geographical but not racial

areas. Frequently in one province two

dialects are used, as in North Cama-

rines, where Tagalog and Bicol are

spoken. On the other hand, in some

cases two or more provinces use only

one dialect, as in the 13 provinces

where Tagalog is; spoken. A Spaniard

or other foreigner cannot distinguish

any difference in the accent of the

inhabitants of these 13 provinces, al

though a native may in some cases,

but not in all, be able to tell whether a

speaker is from, say, Batangas or

Bulacan. But to imagine that the in

habitants of these provinces gener

ally are at enmity with each other, or

that they would be likely to tear one

another's throats, is as absurd as to

suppose the inhabitants of Massachu-

set would naturally desire to rend the

men of New Hampshire or Rhode Is

land.

The inter-relations of the people of

the several provincial districts show

that no such enmity has existed or does

now exist. For instance: In the

schools and colleges, especially in Ma

nila, there are representatives of all

the chief provincials, and it would be

impossible to tell which were which. I

may be pardoned for here referring to

myself. I am a Tagalog; but it would

be impossible for another Filipino to

say, judging from external appear

ances only, whether I was a Bicol, a

Visayan, a Tagalog, or a Pangasinan.

The only way of discovering from

which provincial district I came would

be by means of the dialect.

There are many institutions in the

Philippines the benefits of which are

not confined to the people of any one

province. For example there is an ed

ucational institution (purely Filipino)

granting scholarships which enable

the winners to study in Europe. These

scholarships are open to all Filipinos

in the archipelago.

In Japan the official representative

of the so-called "Tagalog Despotism"

is an Ilocano. In Madrid all the Fili

pinos have formed themselves into a

committee and are working unitedly

for independence. The president of the

committee is a Bicol, the vice-president

an Ilocano, the secretary a Visa3*an,

the treasurer a Tagalog and the re

mainder of the committee are Tagals,

Visayans, Bicols, Ilocanos and Pan-

gasinans. In Barcelona, in Paris and

in Londou the same diversity of prov

ince and the same unanimity of pur

pose obtain. Among all the Filipinos

resident in Europe, who represent the

educated and moneyed classes, and

who know something of European

methods of government, there is not

one "Americanista."

This is an important fact, because all

these men are entirely free from the

supposed despotism of Aguinaldo or

Gen. MacArthur. They are thus free

from all external influences, yet every

one of them has voluntarily chosen to

support Aguinaldo and to work for the

independence of our country.

As a matter of fact, with the excep

tion of the few uncivilized tribes in

central Mindanao and the Sulus, and

the semicivilized Igorrotes and Ne

gritos of Luzon to which I have re

ferred, the Filipinos are a homogene

ous people belonging to the Malayan

race. They speak several dialects,

but they are one people. They consti

tute an overwhelming majority of the

inhabitants of the Philippines. They

are opposed not solely to American, but

to an3" foreign ' rule; and the}' are

united in the desire for independence

and for the purpose of maintaining a

stable, independent government.

In conclusion, I again assert with

out fear of contradiction,- that the al

leged antagonisms between the inhabi

tants of the provinical districts, or be

tween the so-called "tribes*" have aris

en not in the minds of the Filipinos

themselves, but in the minds of those

who do not understand our peoples

and who have reached conclusions in

no way warranted by the facts.

I have also been asked to say a word

about a so-called "tribe" not included

in the commissioners' list. It has been

stated that "the Macabebes are fight

ing on the American side." The state

ment has been made in a manner which

would convey the idea that the Maca

bebes are a large tribe somewhat like

the Tagalogs, and that it is therefore

clear that all the Filipinos do not de

sire native rule. You will no doubt

be surprised, to learn that the Maca

bebes, or Macabebians as they should

be called, are simply the inhabitants of

the town of Macabebe in Pampanga.

The population of this town has been

estimated at from 4,000 to 10,000 all

told, and of these only 200 are scouting

for the American forces. If that shows

disunity on the part of 10,000,000 Fili

pinos—well, "make the most of it!"

I should like to mention that these

same Macabebians also fought for

Spain against the Filipinos in the in

surrection of 1896. Apparently they

prefer foreign rule of any kind, wheth

er it be Spanish or American, to that

of their own. We are glad, therefore,

that such men as these are not fighting

on our side.

"JUDGED PREMATURE."

For The Public.

A plain, common, back-country farmer

Is all that I set up to be.

And I never have looked for distinction

To come within arm's length of me;

But I'm nursing an Idea, in common

With millions, as I have no doubt;

And as far as I know I'm the first man

Of all to risk speaking it out.

The idea is this, briefly stated:

That William McKinley should be

The first of America's presidents

A third term in office to see.

We have authorized him to interpret

Constitution and statutes himself,

And he may with preeminent fitness

Lay that "unwritten law" on the shelf.

I well understand there are others,

Impressed with the need of the hour.

To lead our adventurous nation along

The path of empire and world power;

But what other man has the genius

McKinley has shown for this game,

Who sanctifies criminal aggression

And conquers in liberty's name?

A third term for William McKinley!

With his no man's claims can compare.

He hunts with the hounds to acceptance,

And also runs well with the hare.

He backs up our boldest transgressions

And at the same time acts the part

Of a salve for the national conscience

And a balm for the national heart.

JAY HAWKINS.

Haskell Flats, N. Y.

Uncle Reuben—I jes' com' t' town

t' git a couple o' sideboards, an' tho't

I'd drap in t' see you.

City Niece1—Why, Uncle Reuben,

what do you expect to do with two

sideboards in your house?

Uncle Reuben—Say, I'm talkin'

about my farm wagon; what air you

talkin' about?—Ohio State Journal.

"But all Chinamen are not so cap

able as their minister at Washington,

are they?" asked the learning maidetu


